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It is my great pleasure to present the Annual Report for the year 2010-11. The centre
established in 1988, is a vibrant research institute with primary focus on modelling and
simulation of complex natural and engineering systems. It also provides the
supercomputing facility for CSIR.

During the year 2010-2011, significant enhancement has been made to both the
supercomputing and communication infrastructure at CSIR C-MMACS. The new
supercomputing facility installed at C-MMACS (SGI Altix ICE 8400 EX with 1152
processor cores) has been listed as the best supercomputer in India. Connection to
the National Knowledge Network (NKN) with a 1 Gbps Optical Fiber Link is in its final
stages. The supercomputing facility, which includes the largest shared memory system in the country, was made
operational on a round-the-clock basis with an uptime efficiency of more than 99%. Several CSIR laboratories
have been remotely accessing the compute facility to solve challenging computational problems across various
scientific disciplines. A CSIR-wide HPC Panel has been formed. The team has also taken up a new R & D
project on cyber security under the CSIR EMPOWER scheme.

The prototype of a ground based cloud seeding dispenser which was displayed during CSIR Technofest 2010
won the Gold Medal on the theme of Water. C-MMACS exhibits have also won another Gold (ecology &
environment); Platinum (aerospace) and bronze (engineering infrastructure) during the Technofest. Another
major feature of our research this year is the modelling of malarial epidemiology over Arunachal Pradesh and
its validation using data provided from sister CSIR Labs. For the first time in India, carbon flux has been
estimated by inverting the data from CO measurement stations at Hanle and Pondicherry which has reduced

the posteriori uncertainties of these estimates significantly. Work on Lattice-Boltzmann method, which is
eminently suited to parallel computation, has been initiated.

Post seismic surface deformation in Andaman and Nicobar Islands has been modelled to determine the
progression of rupture and slip in this region. Inter-seismic regional deformation has been analyzed for
tectonically complex regions like the Indian Himalaya and North-east. For the first time, finite source model of
extended source has been used to simulate the ground motion parameters (of relevance to earthquake
engineering) for Delhi city.

C-MMACS got its new building under CSIR Network Project, which was inaugurated by Prof Samir K

Brahmachari, DG CSIR on 24 May, 2010. Also the Foundation Stone of two more buildings: Cloud Chamber
& Climate Simulation Chamber were laid during this year. C-MMACS signed two MoUs during this period -
one with Pondicherry University and the other with Snow & Avalanche Study Establishment. It is a great
honour for us that Dr. U.N. Sinha, architect of CSIR - Varsha, has joined us as distinguished scientist which
enabled us to initiate multi-scale modelling framework for Varsha.

As we approach our silver jubilee, it has been natural to take stock and look ahead - several discussion
meetings have been organized during this period with the intention of identifying how to invigorate and
reposition CSIR C-MMACS. A vision plan is currently under preparation.

My sincere thanks to all the concerned Departments and Organizations, both national and international, for
supporting the research efforts of CSIR C-MMACS. It is my privilege to express my gratitude to DG, CSIR and
members of our Advisory Committee for their support & guidance. I would like to thank Dr. Upadhya, who
despite his busy schedule as Director NAL took keen interest in nurturing C-MMACS programmes. Our special
thanks to all the divisions of NAL for their unstinted support. I take this opportunity to thank all scientists and
other staff members of C-MMACS for their commitment to this unique organization.
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